Injury Attorney Kelly K. Huang Announces ClientCentered Team Management System
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With this system in place, Kelly K. Huang becomes one of the first Las Vegas injury lawyers to offer a five-point
client-centered management system in which a team of experts is assembled for each case.
Kelly Huang, a leading injury attorney in Las Vegas, Nevada, offers a five-part client-centered team
management system that includes support at every step of the injury case process.
(Newswire.net -- February 22, 2018) Las Vegas, NV -- Those who have been injured in an accident may be in pain and
facing medical bills that they have no idea how to pay. In fact, many accident victims are anxious and confused about
the next step to take. For those who are unfamiliar with the workings of the legal system, pursing an injury case can be
confusing and even frightening. Although most cases settle prior to trial, the process of gathering evidence and
preparing a case can be difficult. Whether a case is settled out of court or proceeds to trial, Kelly K. Huang and his
team work with clients to ensure that they have the resources and support they need to successfully navigate this
complicated process. In fact, Kelly Huang and his team of professionals offer a five-stage team management system
that is centered around client needs at every stage of a injury case and make the process much easier.
When the victim of an injury accident seeks help from a Las Vegas injury attorney as seen
at https://www.reviewjournal.com/news/news-columns/paul-harasim/for-las-vegas-drivers-theres-no-such-thing-as-aminor-accident/ such as Kelly Huang, the individual needs of that client must be considered in planning how to handle
his or her case. Some cases are easily settled while a few require more work. Using an established protocol
guarantees that every client has the support he or she needs at each step to understand the intricacies of an injury
case and to ensure informed decisions are made about important matters.
Kelly Huang begins this process by personally overseeing every case that comes through his office. He also employs a
chief litigation attorney who is a member of the elite one percent of all Nevada lawyers who are board-certified civil trial
experts. Each client is assigned a personal case manager as well as a pre-litigation assistant and, if necessary, a
litigation paralegal who will handle the day-to-day communication and filing of important documents.
With this system in place, Kelly K. Huang becomes one of the first Las Vegas injury lawyers to offer a five-point clientcentered management system in which a team of experts is assembled for each case. For more information about
Nevada traffic safety, continue to https://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00099796-kelly-huang-on-nevada-traffic-safetyinitiatives.html.

About Kelly K. Huang Esq.
Kelly Huang is an injury attorney who believes in learning about his clients as individuals and passionately representing
their interests. Kelly holds a J.D. from Albany Law School of Union University and he is the founder of Huang and
Associates has been practicing law for over 23 years.
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